DreamStation Go
and DreamStation
CPAP travel devices
and accessories

For people
on the go

Organized and in style
The Philips Respironics DreamStation and
DreamStation Go accessories give you a
convenient, compact, discreet and stylish
way to travel with your sleep therapy system
and help defend against damage including
bumps, scratches, dust and more.

DreamStation Go accessories

Heated humidification
Heated humidifiers are designed to add moisture to
delivered air with the goal of improving comfort during
therapy. DreamStation Go’s optional heated humidifier
uses tap, bottled or distilled water1 so travelers don’t
have the inconvenience of packing or purchasing
distilled water when you arrive at your destination.

12 mm micro-flexible tubing
This tubing offers more comfort and greater ease of
movement than that of standard tubing.3
Head-to-head trial of DreamStation 15 mm tubing vs. DreamStation
12 mm micro-flexible tubing, 2016.
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Overnight battery
Compact and lightweight. DreamStation Go set at 10 cm of
pressure displayed an average run time of 13 hours when
running off the DreamStation Go’s optional overnight battery.
1

In very hard water areas, it is recommended that you use
distilled or bottled water.

DreamStation Go small and medium travel kits
Both kits include a protective case and washable bag for your
mask and tube. The medium protective case can accommodate
DreamStation Go with either the heated humidifier or battery.

DreamStation accessories

CPAP battery kit1
Lithium ion battery with integrated uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) for DreamStation and System
One therapy devices. Perfect for those living on an
unreliable power grid or during emergencies.
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Includes a rechargeable lithium ion battery pack, a
CPAP device cable and a battery case.

DreamStation travel case2
Holds your DreamStation3
sleep therapy system mask
and tubing in a convenient
and compact case.
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DreamStation, mask and
tubing not included
Without humidifier
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Mask and tubing bedside organizer
The bedside organizer gives you a way to conveniently
store your mask and tubing without cluttering a
nightstand – both at home and during travel.

CPAP travel briefcase4
All-in-one carrying option
that accommodates most
CPAP therapy systems and
humidifiers, a laptop and
other small items.
DreamStation, power supply
and tubing not included
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DreamStation Go travel CPAP

Whether you’re traveling for business or
venturing out on the vacation of a lifetime,
DreamStation Go provides an easy, reliable
and portable CPAP experience for users
who refuse to compromise.

Mask
Gives you the
freedom to choose
the mask you want.1

Air travel
Complies with FAA
requirements for
in-flight use.4

Humidifier
Optional heated
humidifier uses
tap, bottled or
distilled water.2

Charge
DreamStation Go is the
only travel CPAP with a USB
charging port,3 allowing for
easy charging of devices.

Control
No app or mobile
device needed
to adjust your
therapy settings.

Guarantee
Two-year warranty

Masks with standard 22 mm outer diameter connection.
In very hard water areas, it is recommended that you use distilled or
bottled water.
3
When compared against HDM ZI, Somnetics Transcend and ResMed’s
AirMini devices, 2017.
4
RTCA/DO-160G section 21, category M.
1

2

Order your CPAP accessories today
For more information, contact your provider or go to:
sleepapnea.com/dreamstation or sleepapnea.com/dreamstationgo
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Caution: U.S. federal law restricts these devices to
sale by or on the order of a physician.
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